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We enlisted together, him and me: two innocents only a year older than the century.  With 

nothing but heads stuffed full of dreams and our older brothers’ birth certificates clutched 

damply in our hands, we lined up before a row of trestle tables, shoulder to shoulder, chins 

high, unblinking.  

 It didn’t take long.  The lies came easily and no recruitment officer I saw ever looked 

up as he stamped the papers.  We traded our youth for the King’s shilling and thought it a 

good deal.  Six weeks later we were in khaki, marching across France in shiny new boots.  

We sang songs, told jokes and waited to become heroes.   

 We thought we were invincible, Tommy and me.  We didn’t fight; we were stretcher-

bearers.  We’d crouch behind the infantrymen with hammering hearts and watch them draw 

the enemy fire, our eyes smarting and blinking in disbelief as the world shattered around us.  

We gazed up as the sky was wrenched apart like a giant wound, with clouds that bled, and 

sunlight that dripped scarlet, until finally the fire emptied itself into the blackness of a night 

that for some would never know a tomorrow. 

 And tedium.  Endless days and nights on watch, listening for sounds that didn’t come, 

tortured by the scurrying of a rat or the puncturing of the wind on the barbed wire.  We were 

trapped in a limbo land, an eternal twilight: bare bones of trees intricate as paper cuts against 

a pewter sky; flocks of kites wheeling like iron filings overhead; a whisper-grey silence.  

 Down in the dug-outs we told stories: ghostly yarns of skeletal soldiers rising from the 

mud, their arms outstretched and fingers splayed, pursuing us; misty wraiths swirling in and 

out of our dreams, eyeless and bereft of speech, their mouths wide with wordless terror.   

 Winter.  Countless hours of relentless rain, drenching the earth like a plague, seeping 

into every crack and crevice, saturating everything so you were never dry, never warm, never 

without aching bones and protesting muscles, and never free from the stench of rot. 

 Not long to go.  The war would be over by Christmas.  

 

 

 


